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The	Care	Cascade in	South	Eastern	Africa – where are we?

Largest gap:	The	first 90



From VCT	to HIVST:	How to reach the first 90?

Sharma	M,	Ying	R,	Tarr G,	Barnabas	R.	Nature	2015,	528:S77-S85



How to reach men?

Sex	distribution among clients of HIV	testing services,	WHO	2016



Strategies to improve HTC	uptake and coverage

-Trained	lay	providers
-Community-based	approaches
- Integration	into	multi-disease	campaigns	
-Voluntary	Assisted	Partner	Notification	Services
-Combination	of	HIV	testing	with	Voluntary	Medical	Male	
Circumcision	(men)

-Combination	of	HIV	testing	with	access	to	Pre-Exposure	Prophylaxis
-Oral	Self-testing

Kennedy,	C.E.,	Yeh,	P.T.,	Johnson,	C.	&	Baggaley,	R.,	2017,	AIDS	care,	pp.	1-7
Sharma	M,	Barnabas	RV,	Celum C	(2017).	PLoS Med 14(4):	e1002262.	doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.1002262



Voluntary Assisted Partner	Notification Services

WHO	2016



Experience	with home-based HTC	in	Lesotho



Labhardt	ND,	Motlomelo M,	Cerutti B,	Pfeiffer	K,	Kamele	M,	Hobbins MA,	Ehmer J.PLoS Med 2014,	11:e1001768

2011:	Home-Based vs.	Mobile	Clinic HIV	Testing



1.	Higher	uptake - 92.5%!
2.	More	first-time	testers
3.	More	men

Home-Based HIV	Testing



1. Lower uptake – 86.7%
2. More	newly diagnosed HIV	infections

Mobile	Clinic HIV	Testing



Combination of different	HTC	delivery methods

WHO	2016



The	second 90:	linkage to care



Introduction

The remarkable expansion of access to antiretroviral therapy
(ART) for HIV/AIDS in resource-constrained countries has given
nearly four million HIV-positive adults in sub-Saharan Africa the
opportunity to achieve what for many may be nearly normal life
expectancies [1]. Others, however, do not make it past their first
year on treatment. The rate of early mortality and loss to follow-
up, which itself portends mortality for many, averages 23% across
the region [2]. For patients initiating ART late, with very low CD4
counts, the odds of success are even lower: in a pooled analysis of
data from multiple resource-limited countries, patients with
starting CD4 counts below 25 cells/mm3 faced a more than 3-
fold increased risk of death compared to those with starting CD4
counts above 50 cells/mm3 [3]. Those who survive suffer more
morbidity and utilize more medical care resources than would
otherwise have been necessary [4].

Earlier initiation of ART requires earlier diagnosis and regular
monitoring until treatment eligibility. Despite large-scale HIV
testing campaigns to hasten diagnosis [5] and the raising of CD4
count thresholds to allow earlier ART eligibility [1], late
presentation for AIDS treatment remains the norm. Median
baseline CD4 counts have increased only modestly in the years
since treatment became available [6,7], and most programs still

report medians well below even the very low threshold of 200
cells/mm3 previously allowed by most treatment guidelines [2].

The persistence of low starting CD4 counts points to a problem
that has just begun to be recognized in the research literature:
poor pre-ART retention in care, or the failure to link patients from
HIV testing to HIV care and retain them in care until they are
eligible for ART. Without effective retention in pre-ART care,
beginning with HIV testing and continuing until the first
antiretrovirals are dispensed, even patients who have long been
aware of their HIV status will access care only when seriously ill,
which is often well after treatment eligibility.

A prerequisite to developing interventions to retain patients in
care between testing and treatment is an understanding of where
and when they are being lost. Research on retention in pre-ART
care is challenging, as it requires long periods of follow-up and
consistent information systems that allow individuals to be tracked
as they move in and out of care at multiple facilities. As a result,
only a handful of quantitative studies reporting on rates of pre-
ART linkage and loss have been published. In this paper, we
review those studies and summarize what is known about this issue
in sub-Saharan Africa. Our objective is to determine whether
existing data allow us to estimate what proportion of adult patients
who test positive for HIV are staged, enroll, and remain in pre-
ART care until ART-eligible, and initiate ART as soon as eligible.

Figure 1. Stages of pre-ART care.
doi:10.1371/journal.pmed.1001056.g001

Review of Retention in Pre-ART Care

PLoS Medicine | www.plosmedicine.org 2 July 2011 | Volume 8 | Issue 7 | e1001056

Rosen	S,&	Fox	MP	2011
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Linkage to care	– the old cascade



Sharma	M,	Ying	R,	Tarr G,	Barnabas	R.	Nature	2015,	528:S77-S85

Linkage to care,	the Achilles‘	heel?



Fox	&	Rosen	2017

The	new cascade in	the era of test-and-treat



https://visibleimpact.org/projects/1197-cascade-trial



„Colapsing the cascade“	– same-day ART	start

CASCADE-trial:
Linkage to care	after	tested HIV+	during home-based HTC
-Comparator:	referral to clinic
- Intervention:	start ART	the same	day at	home
-Endpoints:	
o Linkage to care	at	3	months
o Viral	suppression 12	months after	positive	HIV-test
-Start:	February 2016



The	Third	90:	Viral	Suppression



Meta analysis 1 Lesotho (Butha-Buthe) 2

1) McMahon JH,	Elliott	JH,	Bertagnolio S,	Kubiak R,	Jordan	MR.	Bull	World	Health Organ	2013,	91:377-385E.
2) Based on	5079	viral	loads done in	4298	individuals (n=283	children)
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The	cascade in	the Lesotho	project
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Summary

- First	90:
- Community-based interventions are key
- Combination of different	HTC	delivery

models
- „the last	mile“	will	cost a	lot

- Second	90:
- Colapse the cascade
- Make access to ART	as simple	as possible

- Third	90:
- Be prepared for the „failure cascade“
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